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CHEMISTRY SIMULATION FOR
MORE EFFICIENT DESIGNS

Chemistry Simulation for
More Efficient Designs

Visualize reactions with the Reaction Path Analyzer.

Understanding and predicting the effects of chemistry in a system are key to developing competitive products in transportation, energy and materials processing applications. As designers of gas turbines, boilers and piston engines strive to meet low-emissions regulations with
ever widening fuel flexibility requirements, they must also maintain, or even improve, their
system’s performance. Similarly, designing high-throughput materials and chemical processes
with high yield and quality must be done with minimal byproduct or waste. Relying on testing
alone for accurate performance validation is prohibitive, given today’s complex designs and
shortened design cycles. Effective simulation of the underlying detailed chemistry is often
critical for cost-effective design of systems with reduced pollutant emissions or undesired
byproducts.
ANSYS Chemkin-Pro — The gold standard simulation
software for complex chemical processes
ANSYS Chemkin-Pro is the gold standard for
modeling and simulating complex gas phase and
surface chemistry reactions that are used for the
conceptual development of combustion systems
in cars, trucks, jet engines, boilers, chemical and
materials processing equipment, and refining
applications. Chemkin-Pro’s wide array of accurate,
fast and robust kinetic models make it the most
trusted kinetic simulation tool for asking “what
if” questions in the conceptual design phase.
Engineers can quickly explore the impact of design
variables on performance, pollutant emissions and
flame extinction using large, accurate fuel models

to obtain the results they need to make key product
development decisions.
Chemkin-Pro evolved from its origin as a Sandia
National Laboratory combustion kinetics code
(Chemkin II) into today’s commercial-quality
software suite with a user-friendly interface,
industry-leading time-to-solution performance, and
unparalleled accuracy. Chemkin-Pro models have
been extensively validated over several decades and
frequently cited in technical peer-reviewed journals.
See a whole new view
To help you gain key insights into kinetics
dependencies, Chemkin-Pro includes the Reaction
Path Analyzer. Employing an interactive visual
display, the Reaction Path Analyzer provides a
clear view of dominant reaction paths, facilitating
mechanism development and reduction.
Use reactor networks to model complex flow-fields
Equivalent Reactor Networks (ERNs) allow
simulation of real world combustors, burners and
chemical reactors, enabling the most efficient
prediction of emissions with detailed chemistry.
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Zones used to define an Equivalent Reactor Network in a combustor

Gain better understanding of low emissions
combustion stability
The Chemkin-Pro Extinction Model accomplishes
fast, accurate calculations of the extinction strain
rate used to determine a system’s combustion
stability. This is important in premixed low-NOx
combustion systems.
Understand and predict particle formation
The innovative Particle Tracking feature of
Chemkin-Pro follows particle nucleation, growth,
aggregation and oxidation. Two separate tracking
approaches allow the prediction of average
particle size and number density and/or detailed
information on the particle size distribution,
which can be used to predict soot emissions or to
optimize particle production.
Easily create CFD flamelet tables with speed
and accuracy
Many combustion system developers use
combustion models that depend on flamelet table
lookups in their CFD simulations. Chemkin-Pro
provides a robust and fast method to create these
flamelet tables for input into CFD models.
Explore how input uncertainties affect
simulation results
Enhance the robustness of simulation results
with the ability to calculate error bars based on
user-defined input accuracy ranges.
Analyze with the IC Engine cases in Chemkin-Pro
Engine models
Chemkin-Pro offers multiple in-cylinder engine
models: Single Zone HCCI Engine Model, MultiZone HCCI Engine Model, and the Spark Ignition
Engine Model.

Use the Single Zone and Multi-Zone HCCI models
to optimize the analysis of key combustion
effects, including ignition, NOx, CO, HC and soot
emissions.

Use the Spark Ignition (SI) Engine Model to
understand:
• Knock intensity
• Onset of trace knock
• Sensitivity of engine performance on
combustion phasing
• Prediction of emissions trends
The SI Engine Model is a zero-dimensional (0D)
two-zone combustion model using detailed
chemistry to predict end-gas auto-ignition and
intensity. It is targeted as an early development
tool to gain insights and design directions into
combustion performance criteria and trade-offs.

Reaction Workbench mechanism reduction example for
Fischer-Tropsch liquid fuel
from a master fuel model
with 949 species, showing
the impact on accuracy for
selected simulation targets

ANSYS Reaction Workbench — Automation and
accuracy for fuel surrogate formulation and
mechanism reduction
Using the right fuel model for the job is critical to
getting the right answers in an optimal amount
of time. Reaction Workbench is an extension
to Chemkin-Pro that enables the creation of
optimal surrogate fuel blend models to match
both the physical and chemical properties of the
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Combustor geometry and flow field imported from CFD

Reactor zones created from CFD solution

fuel. Master mechanisms can be automatically
blended from component mechanisms, or submechanisms can be extracted, using Reaction
Workbench Mechanism Utilities. For mechanism
reduction, Reaction Workbench allows full user
control over the automated process. Users select
the specific simulation targets of interest (e.g.,
flame speed, ignition delay, NOx, soot, etc.) and
the maximum allowable error for each target.
Reaction Workbench automates the application
of a series of mechanism reduction techniques
to meet those simulation objectives. The result
is a mechanism that is optimum for the job and
a direct measure of the reduced mechanism’s
accuracy relative to the original.

ANSYS Energico - Predictive analysis tools for
clean-combustion design
ANSYS Energico gives you the power to
seamlessly link detailed combustion chemistry
and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for
accurate simulation of combustion behavior.
This extraordinary software tool lets you take
advantage of full combustion reaction mechanisms
without sacrificing the resolution of complex fluid
dynamics. Used at its full potential, Energico

Reaction Workbench offers a complete set of
software utilities that provide both full control
over the reduction process and the ability
to create the right mechanism for a specific
application. Reaction Workbench includes a
Surrogate Blend Optimizer utility that allows you
to specify the proper blend of pure components
that match specific physical and chemical
properties. Blending master mechanisms to
create different surrogate fuel compositions is
also easy with Reaction Workbench. Then, you
can decide what key simulation results (e.g.,
flame speed, ignition delay, NOx, soot, etc.) are
of interest and specify a maximum allowable
error in that reduction. Reaction Workbench
automates the use of a series of well-established
mechanism reduction strategies to build a
mechanism that meets the specific criteria for
an application, and can be used in any Chemkincompatible product such as the Forte CFD or
ANSYS Energico for gas turbine applications.
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Display CFD results with ERN overlay

speeds combustion system design, allows you
to use detailed chemistry without requiring
specialized understanding of complex kinetics,
and requires fewer, better-directed experimental
tests to validate system design.
Energico can be applied to:
• Gas-turbine combustors
• Burners for boilers and furnaces
• Flares and incinerators

CFD flame for LBO analysis

Key benefits of Energico include:
• Chemistry performance simulation for any
continuous-flow combustion system, using
virtually any fuel
• Rapid, accurate, prediction of emissions for
modern combustors
• Straightforward determination of flame blowout
tendency
• Evaluation of the impacts of variations in
operating conditions, such as fuel composition
on combustion performance
• Direct reading of ANSYS Fluent cas/dat files for
quick and easy setup

templates for every step, and also offers a variety of
configuration options that can be used to address your
specific requirements.

Lean Blow Off analysis
Lean Blow-Off (LBO) is one of the most challenging
combustion stability problems in low-NOx
combustor design. LBO occurs when the heat
generated by chemical reactions is no longer
sufficient to ignite the incoming fuel/air mixture
to sustain the flame. In low-NOx combustor
design, the low NOx limit is often bound by the
onset of combustion instability in the form of
LBO. Identifying the onset of LBO is critical in
combustion system design. Because this condition
Accurate emissions prediction with chemistry
is dictated by real chemistry and fluid dynamics,
Combustor design simulation requires resolution
of complex geometry, turbulent flow patterns, heat the reduced chemistry intrinsic to most CFD tools
cannot provide the necessary accuracy.
transfer and detailed chemistry. While CFD can
simulate the reacting flow in realistic geometries,
Energico uses the well-documented concept of
it requires the use of severely reduced, global
chemistry models that are too simple to accurately evaluating the relative time-scales for chemical
simulate emissions and operational stability. The reaction and fluid mixing to predict when LBO will
occur. In conventional uncontrolled combustors,
reduced chemistry typically used in CFD cannot
the combustion is limited by the degree of mixing
represent trace pollutant species such as NOx,
CO and unburned hydrocarbons (UHC). To resolve occurring within the combustor, as chemistry is
these species requires the use of detailed reaction typically much faster than mixing. However, as the
flame temperature is decreased to reduce NOx,
mechanisms with hundreds of species and
the chemical reaction slows to the point where
thousands of reactions.
temperature becomes the rate-limiting factor and
nergico software maps idealized chemical reactors to
the onset of LBO may be triggered.
the flow field so you can apply detailed combustion
chemistry in an efficient manner to simulate trace
species formation and destruction. The use of
Equivalent Reactor Networks (ERNs) allows the flow
field of the combustor to be represented as a group of
Perfectly Stirred Reactors (PSR) and Plug Flow Reactors
(PFR) with associated connecting streams. Energico
translates the results of a CFD simulation directly into
an ERN that captures the dominant flow patterns and
recirculation zones. Energico includes automated

To help designers determine the propensity of
their system to experience LBO, Energico captures
the specific region in the combustor flow field
that represents the flame front based on the CFD
solution. An analysis is then performed, using
detailed chemistry and the CFD flow field, to
evaluate the viability of a flame in that location.
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Fo r t e
ACCELERATE YOUR ENGINE COMBUSTION
CFD WITH ANSYS FORTE

Accelerate your engine combustion
CFD with ANSYS Forte

ANSYS Forte automatically
generates the moving
volume mesh on-the-fly,
during the simulation
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ANSYS Forte is the only CFD simulation package
for internal combustion engines that incorporates
proven ANSYS Chemkin-Pro solver technology –
the gold standard for modeling and simulating
gas phase and surface chemistry. Forte includes
state-of-the-art Automatic Mesh Generation (AMG),
including Solution Adaptive Mesh Refinement (SAM)
and geometry-based adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR). While legacy engine-combustion CFD
simulations utilize chemistry solvers that are too
slow to handle the chemistry details required for
accurate predictions of ignition and emissions,
Forte enables the use of multicomponent fuel
models to combine with comprehensive spray
dynamics – without sacrificing simulation time-tosolution. Forte robustly and accurately simulates
IC engine combustion performance with nearly
any fuel, helping engineers rapidly design cleaner
burning, high-efficiency, fuel-flexible engines.
Coupling Forte’s robust, accurate combustion
modeling capabilities with automated mesh
generation enables engine designers to quickly
analyze designs without the mesh generation
headache.
Supported Engine Simulation applications include:
• Spark Ignition – Natural Gas, Gasoline
Direct Injection & Port Injection
• Diesel – Heavy Duty, Passenger, Power
Generation and Marine
• Dual Fuel (any fuel combination, multiple
injections)
• Four-Stroke and Two-Stroke
• Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition
(HCCI, PCCI))

Key benefits of the FORTÉ CFD Package include:
• Automatic mesh generation that eliminates
weeks of effort typically spent on manual mesh
preparation
• Embedded Chemkin-Pro solver technology that
provides the computational speed required for
predictive engine simulations
• True multicomponent fuel-vaporization models
that enable a self-consistent representation of
the physical spray and the kinetics for accurate
prediction of fuel effects
• Advanced spray models that dramatically reduce
grid and time-step dependency when compared to
existing approaches
• The ability to track soot particle formation, growth,
agglomeration and oxidation without a computetime penalty to predict particle size and number
Simulate combustion more quickly,
easily and accurately
To efficiently create novel, fuel-flexible engines
with improved fuel economy and lower pollutant
emissions, while simultaneously reducing
development costs and schedules, effective
combustion simulation is a must. Other combustion
CFD packages cannot model realistic fuels needed
for timely and realistic predictions of combustion
performance. To meet development schedules, vital
chemistry information, including the fuel surrogate,
is often sacrificed and replaced with empirical or
severely reduced models. This approach requires
the constant “calibration” of models, reliance on
hardware experimentation, and the expertise of
users to achieve acceptable results. Forte eliminates

ANSYS Forte results using Modern Fuel Library (blue line)
closely approximate actual measurements. Compare to
conventional, single-component fuel model (red line).

the “accuracy versus compute time” compromise
and enables more innovation and wider exploration
of new designs.
Real fuel chemistry, without the wait
Forte’s embedded Chemkin-Pro solver technology
gets the right answer, right on time. Now you can
incorporate larger, more accurate fuel models into
your simulation and achieve compute times similar
to those with severely reduced, less accurate
models. The Chemkin-Pro solver technology is the
gold standard for use in chemical kinetic simulation
and it employs a number of innovative and
proprietary techniques to achieve unprecedented
calculation speeds:
Dynamic Cell Clustering leverages an advanced
algorithm to group those cells that have similar
kinetic conditions at each time-step, eliminating
duplicate calculations.
Dynamic Adaptive Chemistry automatically reduces
the kinetics on the fly at every time-step; using
only the necessary chemistry at a given time leads
to huge savings in solution time, with no loss in
accuracy.
The world’s best spray models
Industry-leading spray modeling options in
Forte maintain consistency between the physical
properties of the spray and the chemical model of
the fuel. Spray model components include a nozzle
flow model with cavitation effects; droplet breakup
models; a gas-jet model; a droplet collision model;

and a multicomponent fuel-vaporization model.
These models capture both primary and secondary
atomization effects for diesel and gasoline direct
injections. Forte’s simulation models provide more
accurate spray representation without the need for
drastic mesh refinement. Increased model accuracy
reduces the time and effort you spend calibrating.
Modeling soot emissions and engine knock
Advanced chemistry models are proven to predict
the effects of operating conditions and fuel
variations on engine knock, soot emissions and
particulate matter (PM) size, yet they are too
complex to run in conventional CFD software.
Forte uses Chemkin-Pro solver technology to
enable the use of accurate soot chemical models
that track the formation, growth and agglomeration
of soot particles. The particle-tracking model
built into the Forte CFD Package provides local,
dynamic predictions of mean particle size and
number density to support intelligent virtual
prototyping. Forte software’s exceptional ability
to handle complex chemical models without a
time-to-solution penalty allows the calculation of
knock intensity with variations in conditions such
as engine boost, spark timing, EGR and fuel. Virtual
pressure sensors can capture pressure fluctuations
from auto-ignition that lead to engine knock

Adaptive meshing balances mesh size, resolution and accuracy
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